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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, David Mosman, of West Meriden, in the county of New Haven and State of Connecticut, have invented a new Design for Figure for Lamp-Base; and I do hereby declare the following, when taken in connection with the accompanying drawing, to be a full, clear, and exact description of the same, and which said drawing constitutes part of this specification, and represents a front view.

This invention relates to a design for figure for the base of lamp-stands and for other purposes; and consists in the design shown in the accompanying illustration, and as hereinafter described.

In the rear is a stump, which serves as a portion of the stand when used for lamps. In front of this stump is the figure of a child kneeling, with a basket at its side, as fully shown in the accompanying illustration.

In some cases this figure is used as a match-holder, the stump serving as a receptacle for matches; therefore, in claiming the design for lamp-base I do not wish to be understood as limiting it to that specific use, but claiming the design for whatever purpose it may be applied.

I claim as my invention—
The design for figure for lamp-base, as described and shown in the accompanying illustration.

David Mosman.

Witnesses:

John Q. Thayer,

Chas. F. Linsley.